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Enterprise Software



“LOVIS EOS is the alternative to ERP and 
pre‑condition for Enterprise 4.0”

Chen, Vernadat, Molina & Chavarría 
Bordeaux University, Laussane University, Tecnológico de Monterrey

International Federation of Automation and Control (IFAC) 
2017, Toulousse, France
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I am Special
Ask yourself, does your enterprise software fulfil your company’s needs? Can 
it do better? Am I not that special that my company should adapt to standard 
software? Or yes, I am special.

We believe you are special and your company needs a custom-tailored solution 
that satisfies your needs and solves your problems from the beginning. What 
your company does not need is to adopt the one-fits-all approach that makes 
you lose your hard-earned competitive advantages. Neither should you spend 
effort, time and money trying to build a custom solution for you. That is an 
investment your Enterprise Software provider should do.

LOVIS invested time, effort and money in research and development to create 
the first fully configurable and scalable Enterprise Operating System. LOVIS 
EOS quickly and easily adapts to your company today and evolves with you for 
tomorrow.

We can configure LOVIS EOS in a matter of weeks to show you how it solves 
the problems and satisfies the needs your current software cannot.

Yes, you are special, and we are too.

LOVIS EOS 
quickly and 
easily adapts to 
your company 
today and 
evolves with you 
for tomorrow
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The Need
Your organisation runs, creates data and makes decisions every minute of 
every day. Technology should easily support continuous, integrated and 
synchronised operational flow, create and store detailed data that reflect these 
operations in real-time and facilitate obtaining timely and reliable information 
to make the best decisions.

However, many enterprise software implementations are far from delivering.

Spending time, effort and money writing code to customise the software 
creates uncertainty, perpetuates old practices and creates obstacles for future 
evolution.

Building solutions around different modules or products that should be 
integrally connected creates data silos. This requires the development and 
execution of interfaces to share data between them.

Monthly closing procedures and infrastructure maintenance tasks disrupt 
continuous operation and force users to use spreadsheets and email in an 
attempt to alleviate software deficiencies.

Timely and reliable information is hard to build from scattered data, so 
decisions are made upon best guesstimates.

The solution was to create a truly systemic, continuously available and totally 
adaptive enterprise software, capable of solving the needs of any company 
without writing one single line of code. We were told “this is impossible” and 
we remembered Henry Ford used to say “nothing is impossible, just no one 
has done it yet”. So, we took the challenge.

The Process 
is the key to 
productivity, 
profitability 

and wellbeing.
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Our research and development efforts led us to create a new paradigm in the world of enterprise software, 
the Enterprise Operating System (EOS) platform, created to improve productivity, increase profitability, 
and enhance wellbeing in your organisation and your team.

Our focus was the operation. We observed thousands of users doing their everyday work and documented 
which tasks were the same through every company, which were the variations, and, most important, which 
ways of doing things really made the difference between one organisation and another. We identified 
how we could help to improve their work and designed the technology to maximise their performance.

The key is the process. Every organisation is built around business processes and every process is built 
by individual interconnected transactions. Our most important goal is to allow every user to do every 
transaction at any time from anywhere directly on LOVIS EOS. This way, the data that reflects the event is 
created when the event is happening and by the person who knows exactly what is going on.

This required the development of an easy to use, fully configurable, continuously available, transactional 
and systemic enterprise software, able to reflect organisational reality in real-time and to evolve with 
your organisation.

“Existing ERP systems do not have full capabilities to 
handle the more sophisticated data trends, analytic 
methods and algorithms that need to be used to 
provide the more advanced business intelligence and 
foresight that will be needed in the Industry 4.0 era.”

2016 Global Industry 4.0 Survey by PwC

Operational Disruption

“One of the greatest costs and risks for any digital transformation is operational disruption after go-live. 
This metric had the highest degree of consistency over the 1,000+ digital transformations studied.

Being unable to ship product or close the books are the two most common operational disruptions. This 
metric does not include other disruptions as employee frustration or short-term inefficiencies.

Of all companies in the study, 51% to 54% experienced a material operational disruption at go live. The 
duration of disruptions varied from a few weeks to several months. The costs of these disruptions increased 
the initial cost of the implementation from 50% to 300% of the cost to implement the transformation.

The software and integrator selected made very little difference on time and cost variations, and 
operational disruption.”

The 2019 Digital Transformation, HCM and ERP Report, Third Stage Consulting Group
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Adaptive, Fast to Implement

LOVIS EOS supports all the variations of every business process your 
organisation needs from the beginning. It is customised, using specific business 
parameters, in a matter of weeks and implemented in a few months, on-time 
and within budget. There is no operational disruption at go-live and it easily 
adapts to future challenges.

Integrated, Certain

LOVIS EOS is integrated and in real-time, so everything your team does, 
creates detail and aggregate data on the spot. Your organisation has timely 
and reliable information that reflects the reality, hence the best decisions are 
made.

Easy to Use, Collaborative

LOVIS EOS considers both the person and the team. Every task is preconfigured 
to minimise human effort and maximise data quality. Assigning new roles and 
profiles is fast and easy, automatically updating data access and workflow, 
improving security, communication and collaboration.

Continuous, Reliable

LOVIS EOS runs continuously, since we have eliminated the need for 
monthly closing procedures and infrastructure maintenance tasks with their 
corresponding disruptions, helping your organisation to run smoothly and 
flow into success.

Transactional, Real-time

Every transaction is created using business terms. Everyone understands what 
is going on and instantly obtains real-time actionable data at any level of detail. 
All transactions are converted into their accounting equivalents, delivering 
up-to-date operational and financial reports and statements.

Non-stop

Transactional

On the Cloud
Secure

Reliable 
Information

24/7 Availability

Assistant

Configurable

Easy to Use

On-Budget 
& On-time

In Real-Time

99.9%+
24/7 

Annual 
Transactional 

Availability

LOVIS EOS is 
customised 
in a matter 

of weeks and 
implemented in 

a few months, 
using business 

parameters.
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Available, Secure

LOVIS EOS is native to the cloud. Annually available 24/7 at 99.9%+, accessible 
from any device, anywhere and military-grade secure. You only need a PC, 
Mac, tablet or smartphone and a connection to Internet. We built it and we 
run it for you, so you can be more agile than your competitors. 

Process Based, Evolutive

LOVIS EOS evolves with you, being ready to fulfil your present and future 
requirements. Every time we find a new variation to any process, we 
incorporate it into LOVIS EOS, allowing all our customers to benefit from our 
continuous improvement.

Powerful, Actionable

LOVIS EOS includes hundreds of queries, reports and BI tools. End-users can 
instantly customise and run them, or create their own in an easy, yet powerful 
way. When you ask politely, LOVIS Assistant will tell you how your organisation 
is currently performing, leaving your competitors speechless.

Productive, Profitable

With up to 5 to 1 long-term increase in productivity and 2 to 1 annual return 
over investment, LOVIS EOS enables the members of your team to get the job 
done without the frustration generated by disarticulated enterprise software 
that relies on spreadsheets and email. LOVIS EOS is the solution you and your 
team have been looking for.

Fair, Transparent

Our simultaneous sessions pricing schemes, available for small, medium, large 
and global enterprises, are fair, clear and transparent, so no surprises. We put 
in everything you need, you bring your Internet connected device, that’s it.

LOVIS EOS 
produces no 
operational 
disruption 
at go-live, 
helping your 
organisation to 
smoothly flow 
into success.
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The Scope
LOVIS EOS is the nervous system that connects all 
the functions of your organisation in real-time.

Simplicity

Simplicity is the mantra of LOVIS EOS. Your business 
has its natural complexities and our mission is to 
make them as simple as possible, keeping your 
essence and improving your value.

Your business processes will run on a flexible 
digital-human kanban, built on the experience of 
our customers and the knowledge of our team.

Every point of interaction with LOVIS EOS User 
Interface (UI) is designed to simplify the User 
Experience (UX), maximise productivity and create 
reliable data in real-time.

Multi-currency, multi-language and multi-country 
are built into the DNA of LOVIS EOS. Its simplified 
configuration and operation relies on highly 
configurable universal entities and universal items.

Workflow and Security

Workflow is the backbone of LOVIS EOS. All 
the major key business processes that your 
organisation needs, including their sub-processes 
and variations, are already supported. 

Starting with triggering transactions like orders, 
requisitions, expenses, bills and cash advances, the 
corresponding member of your team knows what 
step comes next and completes it with a few clicks, 
including eSignature verification when required, 
making the business process flow.

Each transaction happens in LOVIS EOS at the 
moment its correlated event is happening. Every 
step can be reversed with a click, provided security 
clearances allow it, letting users to correct mistakes 
and build clean data.

With functional and geographical roles, it is easy to 
build the specific profile for each user in a matter 
of minutes. Additional roles per groups of entities 
and types of items allow a more comprehensive 
security. You will also be able to create profiles per 
vendor and customer to give them secure access 
to your LOVIS EOS and build a more efficient 
extended value chain.

Supply Chain

Supply chain is the core of your organisation, 
and LOVIS EOS gives it the strength you need. 
It is built to support procurement, inventory, 
manufacturing, transformation, maintenance, 
sales and distribution of products, components, 
ingredients, derivatives, services and fixed assets.

It supports all the variations of procurement-to-
pay and sale-to-collect you need, in an integrated, 
streamlined and flexible way.

Finance

Finance is the oxygen of your organisation and 
LOVIS EOS takes great care of it. Developed to 
support billing, receivables, expenses, payables, 
treasury, investments and banks.

It directly receives the financial transactions that 
reflect corresponding supply chain events. It 
maximises organisational flow while keeping strict 
control, facilitates operational and financial audits 
and builds reliable information.

Accounting

Accounting is the common language for stake-
holders and LOVIS EOS builds it for you. Created to 
supply financial reports that reflect organisational 
reality to the board, shareholders, investors, 
creditors, government and public, when applicable.

Every transaction is fully translated into its 
accounting equivalent with a highly customisable, 
yet easy to configure 3D chart of accounts. LOVIS 
EOS supports project accounting and financial 
statements for business lines, business centres 
and divisions every morning. Consolidated 
national, regional and global financial statements 
are available when required.

Simplicity is the 
Mantra of LOVIS EOS
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Integration

Integration is the networking of LOVIS EOS. It 
connects with B2B and B2C e-commerce portals, 
CRM, ERP, POS, BI, Analytics, Billing, and any other 
application you need to run your business.

Your IT team can work with ours to get the best of 
our APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) and 
DMZs (Demilitarised Zones).

Business Intelligence and Reporting

BI is the brain of LOVIS EOS. Constructed to give 
you and your team access to dynamic analytics, 
powerful reports, and sophisticated queries 
to make the right decisions, measure your 
performance and report your results.

According to their security profile, users can run 
and customise the prebuilt set of available BI tools, 
and create their own in an easy and powerful way.

LOVIS Assistant

LOVIS Assistant is the voice of LOVIS EOS. 
Developed to deliver the most valuable insight on 
your organisational performance.

Just ask and LOVIS Assistant will answer with 
reliable data that reflects the reality of your 
organisation in real-time.

EOS Ecosystem

“Once EOS is adopted in the industry, a 
foreseen ecosystem would be developed 
in consequence to provide varieties of 
enterprise applications compatible to 
EOS, just like what happened with Apple’s 
ecosystem to IOS and Google’s one to 
Android.”

Youssef, Zacharewicz & Chen 
Bordeaux University, IEEE 2016, Paris

Production

Planning

Engineering

Procurement

Inventory

Sales & 
Distribution

Accounting
Expenses & 
Payables

BI & Reporting

Billing &
Receivables

Applications 
Integration

Treasury

Workflow & 
Security
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Our Promise
Implement LOVIS EOS within six months. Operate your organisation 24/7 @ 99.9%+ on the cloud. Access 
reliable information in real-time. Reduce the total effort to run your business by half. Obtain a 2:1 ROI.

Give us a need your current enterprise software cannot satisfy and, in a few weeks, we will show you how 
LOVIS EOS solves it.

Use Cases

Mining and 
Manufacturing

Full Implementation

Largest brewing 
company

Merchandising and 
e-commerce operation

Inks and Pigments 
Manufacturer

Financial Operation

National Food Health 
and Quality Agency

Full Implementation

Leader Private 
University 

in Latin-American

White-Label 
Pharmaceuticals 

Manufacturer

Full Implementation

Regional Airline

Backoffice and  
fleet maintenance

Global 
Travel Technology 

Provider

Financial Operation

Filter Paper 
Manufacturer

Full Implementation

Largest social welfare 
organisation in Latin 

America

Treasury Operation

Automotive and 
Aerospace 

Manufacturer

Full Implementation

Industrial 
Valves and Actuators 

Manufacturer

Full Implementation

Office Supplies 
Manufacturer

Full Implementation

Global Beverages 
Logistics

Full Implementation
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LOVIS is the creator of the Enterprise Operating System (EOS).

Our mission is to provide powerful and simple solutions to complex 
enterprise problems through LOVIS EOS, the integrated, secure and 
reliable enterprise software platform on the cloud that is adaptive, 
easy to use and fast to implement. LOVIS EOS saves money, recovers 
time and makes people happy.

We aim to enable businesses to see where they are and reach 
where they want to go.

“What most companies need instead [of the 
traditional ERPs] are flexible systems that allow 
them to respond rapidly to customer needs and 
new opportunities in an increasingly competitive 
environment.”

Rethinking Your ERP Strategy to Gain Digital Competitive Advantage 
Florian Braun, Berry Diepeveen and Henrik Östhed 

Bain & Company, 2019

New York
Grand Central 
100 Park Avenue 
Floor 16 
10017, New York, NY

E: us@lovis.com 
T: +1 212 984 0682

Mexico City
Torre Esmeralda III 
Ferrocarril Hidalgo 20 
Lomas de Chaoultepec 
11000, CDMX

E: mx@lovis.com 
T: +52 55 2625 2500

Madrid
Edificio Cuzco IV 
Paseo de la Castellana 141 
Piso 4 
28046, Madrid

E: es@lovis.com 
T: +34 915 726 493

London
Portman House 
2 Portman Street 
Floor 3 
London W1H 6DU

E: uk@lovis.com 
T: +44 20 7182 4083



Enterprise Software 
Created for Humans

lovis.com


